Abstract-Several versions of the parallel clustering system were studied to improve performance of its initial implementation. The current versions were restricted to 1024 Web pages which, in turn, were used to create adaptive probe sets that were distributed to each indexer node. The probe sets were used to compute fitness measures associated with each indexer node used to create sub-species for the purpose of applying the new and traditional GNGP operators. Speedup resulted from fitnessenhancing mechanisms that provided information results from previous fitness measurements of previous generations, such as the non-genetic transmission of cultural information. The clustering results are being used in the Tocorime Apicu project to develop a bioinformatic approach to the design and validation of an integrated, experimental search engine. This model provides a foundation for an evolutionary expansion of this computational model as World Wide Web (WWW) documents continue to grow. The clustering results were generated using message passing interface (MPI) on a network of SUN workstations.
Introduction
The methodologies of evolutionary computations (EC) [bfn96] , [dqpOO] , [walOl] incorporate the following genetic operators: cross-over, mutatiodediting, reproduction, and migration. A similar group of evolutionary operators associated with the biological model are: migration, swarming, and supersedure. The cross-over operator is similar to the reproduction operator for the chosen females associated with this biological model, but differs since the parent chromosomes cease to exist in genetic algorithms (GA)/genetic programming (GP) but persist in the true evolutionary sense. The children chromosomes replace their parents in standard GP. The migration operator in GP purges an existing population of the least desirable members, and in some cases the best member in some GP applications, as an attempt to avoid local optima. The emulated biological model for the Tocorime project provides a mechanism equivalent to supersedure in which only females of equal status compete in order to determine which female is allowed to mate. This aspect of the biological model has been added to this application in the form of an additional operator coupled with the traditional operators associated with evolutionary computations.
In the chosen biological system [walOOb] , individuals migrate from one subpopulation to another because of crowding, changes in environmental conditions, limitations on colony activities, or because members become disoriented (see Ta- bles l and 2). These external evolutionary factors have the benefit of providing diversity in the gene pool. The mating ritual associated with this biological model provides a built-in mechanism for incorporating a host of diverse genetic profiles via cross-species mating [sla98],[coeOO] into existing and/or new colonies. The mating ritual for the chosen biological model occurs in designated mating areas referred to as congregation areas. This unique mating ritual has been simulated in a new genetic operator called supersedure mating which is used to maintain diversity within the simulated population of individuals. The evolutionary processes exhibited by the biological model not only provide a template for the storage, processing, and retrieval of valuable information, but also for Web scout probes/scouts/foragers that require an advanced communication system. The complexity of this project is not just in achieving a solution, but rather in evolving a neat, compact solution to the problem on a continuous basis.
Related Work
The parallel extension (PDBSCAN) [xjk99] of a sequential database system clustering algorithm (DBSCAN) was designed for knowledge discovery in spatial databases where the clusters may be of arbitrary shapes due to noisy databases. The authors provide a methodology that enables an efficient access to distributed data in a share-nothing architecture via the replication of indices by using a data placement strategy for the parallelization of clusters. This strategy assigns a Hilbert value to each data page according to its center of gravity and cluster pages based on the properties of the Hilbert curve. Chang et al.
[ckssOO] also incorporate the Hilbert value into methodology for retrieving, processing, and clustering multi-dimensional attribute spaces. A cluster analysis methodology known as the Evolutionary Pre-Processor (EPrep) [dj97] used partitioning mechanisms to group individuals within a species (speciation) by automatically selecting features from a given data set. This methodology was used as a means of most efficiently avoiding local suboptimums resulting from uneven distribution of subpopulations across a domain. The process of speciation is accomplished via the sharing (fitness) function that computes the distance between two chromosome candidatedparents when the crossover operator is applied, thus ensuring mat-0-7803-6657-3/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE ing between members of the same species -a process that produces a more efficient implementation. Here, the resulting CA operator was referred to as mating restriction during evolution, and the EPrep methodology was developed and applied to data sets with disparate rather than more singular measurements (such as an image or time series data sets). The merits of a similarity metric for a distributed association mining application [poOO] included its ability to assess the resulting partitions of a global dataset in order to compute the correlation of each subset. The computed correlation measures were used to compare the partitions in terms of how they are correlated -their adaptiveprobe sets (sets of the most common attributes) of the global dataset. This metric can be used to cluster similar datasets in order to perform meaningful distributed data mining. A GA feature selector [cq99] incorporated the concept of multiple correlation into the design of a classifierhndexer. The multiple correlation model was used to represent a multi-objective fitness function [coeOO] needed by the CA to automate the classification system. The applicability of a multi-objective fitness function is due to its ability to measure classification performance as well as domain relations among two or more independent factors and a single (the feature related) criteria.
The Shifting Balance Genetic Algorithm (SBGA) [woOO] was developed as a means of providing subspecies with the ability to explore regions of the search space that seem most promising. Members of the subspecies were not treated as members of any of the "core" species but were allowed to migrate into a species based on their fitness resulting from individual fact-finding explorations of the disparate regions of the solution space. The resulting subspecies from this application do not include individuals that are near each cluster's boundaries. This, in turn, reduces the limitations of speciation [sou00], [caws00] in which each individual is restricted to a limited region of the search space.
Implementation of a parallel, genetic algorithm on a hypercube employed a methodology [tan871 that overcomes the time limitations associated with a large population size. This methodology required two genetic operators, crossover and mutation, that were controlled by Poisson frequencies. The crossover-rate for any chosen pair of individuals was a Poisson-distributed random variable that measured the average number of crossovers per mating. The mutation-rate for each indiv tdual resulted from the mutati~i-ratet,,dllengthl, f -chromosome, whereas the traditional mutation rate, mutation-ratetrad, represented the average number (Poisson distributed) of mutations per individual. This methodology provides ;I foundation for developing a species by restricting the application of genetic operators only to subpopulations (as opposed to the whole population). The creation of a multi-dimensional population (subpopulation) space incorporates a mechanism that reduces the effect of premature convergence to a local optima -this occuring more readily with a one-dimensional population space. This approach can produce robust generations when different nodes use different (rate) parameter values without determining the best possible parameter values.
New Genetic Operator -Supersedure Mating
The application of methodologies associated with the editing, mutation, and crossover operators for GNGP hybrid chromosomes can be simulated via the supersedure operator. The crossover operator can be applied multiple times where one female (even-numbered node ID) chromosome mates with one or more male (odd-numbered node ID) chromosomes -thus implementing a hybrid of the crossover and mutation operators, which results in dissassortive mating [ros96] . The use of this operator can result in chromosome aberrations [his981 which account for the changes in various chromosome locations -whole chromosomes, or sets of genetic components. This new operator adds random noise to the whole process, a phenomenon that can be beneficial in the prevention of premature convergenice and incorporation of various aspects of the methodologies such as supersteps and dissassortive mating, when selecting individual chromosomes from different species. Supersteps [dk96],[dk97] resulted from the application of two or more GP functionality components being sequentially applied as one operation via supersedure mating. Dissassortive mating results from selecting parents for the crossover operator from a disjoint list of individuals (species). The supersedure operator will:
1. Randomly select a female chromosome for mating.
(a) Randomly select a male chromosome for mating. (b) Randomly select a genetic range. (c) Perform crossover on the two randomly selected parents.
If necessary, repeat steps l a through IC.
The traditional GNGP, as well as the normal (steadystate) approach for the crossover operator, is restricted to one application per generation for a single set of chromosomes. The Tocorime Apicu application of the crossover operator will restrict mating to members of the same species with distinct genders. The individuals selected to mate are chosen via the proportional fitness method. The simulated mating ritual enhances the competition methodology as well as the quality of the total population via modification of several male chromosomes from any species group by using an operator with a mating selector heuristic to facilitate cross-species matingthus representing a form of editing. The goal of this operator is not the survival of a chromosome but simulation of the actual biological mating process. This implies that the chosen individuals are selected to mate regardless of their fitness measure.
The selection of individuals allowed to participate in supersedure mating occurs via two "popular" selection methodologies: 1) the proportional fitness or roulette wheel selection, and 2) the tournament selection. The proportional fitness method assigns a random number to each individual and repeatedly selects individuals for mating. The individual with the selected random number is allowed to mate. The tournament selection method randomly chooses individuals who compete for the right to mate. The process of supersedure occurs when two or more females are within a chosen (fitness) tolerance simiZarity(femalei, female?) < tolerance,
A randomly selected female node is allowed to mate a random number of times. This provides the female chromosome with a biological emulator of the mutation operator which occurs if a selected male chromosome was previously selected during the current application of this regulatory operator. The biological emulator aspect of this operator is the result of a male chromosome being selected only once during the application of the operator. However, the same male may be chosen one or more times. This operator provides a dynamic regulatory mechanism that regulates the simultaneous application of the crossover-rate and/or mutation-rate.
Tocorime Apicu Approach
The approach taken in this project does not focus on the evolution of populations of programs, but instead on the efficient growth and emulation of chromosome data structures and their evolution. The focus of typical GP applications reflects the growth of program size which represents a maturing population. The typical GP runs can suffer from the "bloating" phenomenon [alt94],[ros96] which occurs when the population of solutions (programs) grows following a repeated application of the GP operators. The bloating phenomenon is needed in this study for the representation of chromosome structures since it can be viewed as a component in the evolution of a species. The bloating phenomenon reads as an uneven distribution of Web documents in this application and can occur during any generation. Use of the chromosome structure emulates the technique of Web page (process) migration [dqpOO] -this being a mechanism used to balance distribution of tasks related to clustering Web documents. Some CA and GP applications impose a "parsimony" condition in the form of parsimony pressure [dk97],[kc00],[caws00], which indicates that bloating has occurred, and a negative weight is added to the fitness measure for this particular individual.
Use of the chromosome data structure emulates the technique of process migration as a method for balancing the distribution of tasks. The migration operator was applied to the transfer of a set(s) of genetic components of randomly selected Web documents during the application of the crossover operator. The hybrid chromosome structure associated with the project's indexer [walOOa],[wa101] emulates the methodologies of GA and GP. Initially, a single structure was used to represent subsets (subpopulations) of Web documents that reside at each node (Web site). However, this approach was expanded to an allocation of two or more pairs of chromosomes per node, thus simulating a double-stranded RNA genome [gdg+99]. Each strand of genes that reside on each Nodei (Web site) can be viewed as a set of the genetic components of an individual member of a simulated species.
The use of gender [coeOO] in this parallel clustering system provided a mechanism for automatically generating species within the total population. Use of the fitness measures to generate species results in the emergence of subspecies within a specie since gender diversity is maintained.
The classification process of species [sz98] in this project was based on aspects of 1) identity-by-state (IBS) since the parents are subsequently replaced by their offspring, and 2 ) identity-by-descent (IBD) which exists in nature where parents coexist with their respective offspring(s). The gender of a chromosome (node) remains unchanged during execution of the Tocorime Apicu clustering system, thus resulting in a simulated version of IBD (the child retaining the sex of the parent). A generalized form of IBD was implemented as the adaptive operator probabilities (ADOPP) mechanism [tedhOO] which assigns a credit to each crossover and mutation operator that contributes to a genetically im- 
Experimental Results

Application of Genetic Programming Fitness Mea-
Several versions of the clustering sy:jtem were studied to improve performance of the initial implementation [walOl] . The initial implementation only provided timing studies associated with transcribing 512 Web documents. The current versions were restricted to 1024 Web documents which, in turn, were used to create adaptive probe sets that were distributed to each indexer node. The probe sets were used to compute the fitness measures associated with aach indexer node, which in turn were used to create sub-species for the purpose of applying the new and traditional GNGP operators. The distinct versions of the clustering system arc: shown in Table 3 . Versions A and B are similar, with the exception of restricting the size of genetic components transferred during application of the crossover operator. Version A did not impose any size sures Version restrictions. This resulted in enormous loads on the file server as the number of nodes were increased in the cluster.
The probe sets associated with Versions A and B were chosen using the AWK programming language [akw88] and reflected the most commonly occurring words. When performing a comparison between the computed fitness for these versions, the fitness measures reflect this trend. However, the probe sets associated with Versions C and D were chosen randomly (for each generation) which resulted in some of the fitness measures computing a minimum value of 0.0. The clustering systems parameters shown in Table 3 show that Versions A and B are very similar, as are Versions C and D. The differences between Versions A and B are: 1) the number of the transmitted genetic components, and 2) the methodology used to compute the fitness measures. The number of transmitted genetic components was initially unlimited, which in the worst case could result in the transmission of 1024 genetic components among two chromosomes (nodes) selected for sexual reproduction. This worst-case scenario results in a saturated file server when mating is in the form of either supersedure or speciation. Both of these cases can facilitate the mating of several male/female pairs. Version B limited the number of transmitted components to 1. The crossover points associated with all forms of sexual reproduction were based on randomly selecting a starting position and incrementing this starting position by either a randomly chosen number (Version A), 1 (Versions B and D), or 16 (Version C only). The transmission of all 1024 components of selected nodes would result in zero-point crossover; this is rare but possible in Version A since the starting position and the number of components were randomly selected. The required execution time between the two versions differed by an approximate factor of 5 hours which reflects a reduced file server workload. This reduction in the number of transmitted genetic components will also reduce the possibility of applying the crossover and mutation operators which result in sharp oscillations in fitness measures when the number of Web documents is drastically increased from 1024. The methodology used to compute the fitness measure [walOOa] was based on: l ) transcribing the raw Web page, and 2) computing the raw fitness, standardizedjtness, and adjustedfitness (the normalizedfitness in Versions C and D). The raw fitness measures were computed by applying the first word in the probe set to the 1024 files which formed the training set, followed by applying the second word in the probe set to the 1024 files, and then repeating this process for the remaining words in the probe set. The inverted approach resulted in the application of probe strings to each file, this process in turn reducing the workload on the file server. Restricting the number of transmitted genetic components and the inverted application of the probe set resulted in out-ofcore (OoC) [blo+OO] readdwrites which facilitate the use of each node's hard drive as an extension of its cache. The normalized fitness was used in the similarity test in order to cluster the chromosomes (nodes) into species. The maximum number of generations for all of the studies was 200. Versions A and B used only random mating which required 200 generations each. Random mating was implemented as follows: 1) the first parent is randomly chosen, and 2) the second parent is chosen by incrementing the node ID of the first parent, thereby mimicking the ring communication pattern based on the MPI rank in order to determine adjacent nodes. Recall that the even-numbered nodes represented female chromosomes and the odd-numbered nodes represented male chromosomes (excluding node 0 which is the indexer program manager). Crossover was applied to the selected chromosomes for each generation. Versions C and D required a reduced number of generations since the supersedure and speciation operators were allowed to use supersteps resulting from multiple applications of the crossover operator. The number of Web documents comprising each genetic component was within the range of 0 to M. The maximum number of genetic number components allocated to each gene (genetic component) was initially limited by the amount of available dynamic memory. An OoC methodology was used in order to circumvent the limitations associated with the dynamic allocation of memory based on the size of the heap and stack allocated at runtime. Versions A and B relied on a set of 16 strings stored in a static probe set in order to compute the associated fitness measures for each Web page. This approach was adequate for the development of the clustering system, but is not deemed appropriate for real world applications. A static probe set, which does not have adequate a priori knowledge about randomly chosen Web documents that are needed to supplement the training set, must be developed by a human. The static probe set was created by the AWK programming language and reflected the 16 most commonly occurring strings within the 1024 transcribed Web documents.
Versions C and D relied on the set of 16 strings resulting from the use of dynamic probe sets in order to compute the associated fitness measures for each Web page. This approach reflects the true nature of the test (beta) version of the experimental search engine.
The dynamic probe sets are created by randomly selecting a node, and then deriving a set of 16 search strings from its collection of words. The set of derived words are distributed among the indexers within the cluster in order to determine which of the three types of mating will occur: 1 ) speciation , 2) supersedure, or 3) random mating. The use of static probe sets to determine the type of mating is not effective when the number of genetic components being transmitted is 1. The dynamic probe set compensates for the apparent steady-state solutions resulting from transmitting small quantities of genetic components. 
Timing Results
The best case results associated with the sequential and parallel application of the evolutionary operators are shown in Table 4 . The corresponding best-case sequential and parallel timing results are presented in Figures 1 to 3 . The sequential results found in Version A reflect the oscillatory nature associated with using a training set of 5 12 pages coupled with a 1024 page pseudo-chromosome. These results are represented as percentages. This table shows the four versions in this study along with the application of the various evolutionary mating strategies (speciation, supersedure, and random mating). The execution time for Version A displayed a decrease in the time needed to parse and apply the crossover operator. The required execution time became relatively constant, starting with 6 nodes when the number of nodes was increased. The timing and efficiency patterns exhibited by Version A reflect the need to study the scalability associated 836 with an increase in the number of Web documents and to provide the indexer manager (node 0) with more search engine related responsibilities. Version A results reflect the impact of the file server's saturation due to the non-inverted application of probe sets which shuffle all the pages in order to compute the fitness measures, as well as the random selection and transmission of an unknown amount of genetic material. These timing results showed that approximately 4.0 hours were required by sub-cluster sizes of 1 and 5 nodes, while the 4-node sub-cluster required approximately 4.75 hours. The sub-cluster of 3 nodes required approximately 6.25 hours, and the remaining sub-c lusters required approxi- OoC processing provided no benefit to the sequential versions. Sequential results showed that requiring each node to process 1024 Web documents impacts the efficiency of the file server which supports n nodes in its corresponding sub-cluster. Version B reveals the benefits of OoC processing. The 3-node sub-cluster required approximately 1.75 hours, with the 4-node sub-cluster requiring approximately 1.25 hours. The 5-and 6-node sub-clusters required approximately 1 .O hours, and the remaining sub-cluster required approximately 0.75 hours. This version showed consistent decreases in the required execution time, but these decreases were not drastic. Similar results were generated for Versions C and D. Speedup has resulted from fitness-enhancing mechanisms that provide information results from previous fitness measurements of previous generations, such as the non-genetic transmission of cultural information.
Future WorWExpansion of the Biological Model
The determination of an adaptable update criteria for the inclusion of new Web documents on a continous basis will be needed. One proposed approach includes the case where the crossover rate falls to 10% of the total crossover events for The addition of multiple file servers to each cluster reduces the simultaneous page request on each server. Expansion of the single cluster environment into a multiple cluster environment will provide additional computing/storage resources. This addition will result in increased complexity of the simulated biological model, a component of the evolutionary aspects of the true biological system.
Conclusion
The combination of diverse methodologies for the implementation of this experimental search engine has resulted in the early-stage development of an adaptable search engine and in an efficient parallel clustering system. The current approach will be compared to other clustering approaches in order to enhance the methodologies that were incorporated in this work. The evolutionary preservation mechanisms of the biological model allow it to adapt to various external factors which are reflected in the ability of an existing species to growhhrink. The effect of this process was facilitated through the use of GA/GP methodologies which allow: I) individual chromosomes to increase/decrease in size, and 2) individuals to migrate from one subspecies clustering to another. Another variation of species expansion can be reflected in the ability of an adaptable model to incorporate computer environments consisting of additional networks of workstations and their respective file servers in order to form new groupings which emulate the evolutionary swarming process of the biological model.
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